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Workshop Series: Smoke & Gas Particles
Benjamin Kenwright1 *
Abstract
This practical focuses on smoke effects using a particle-based framework. The student needs to implement a real-time
interactive smoke effect using Newtonian mechanics (e.g., collision detection, forces, and movement).
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tion) - e.g., bouncing off and flowing around complex
objects in the scene (i.e., sphere-plane collision detection)
4. Implement five or more ‘unique’ particle effects (gas,
sparks, fire, dust, leaves, clouds, rain, ...) - including
particles that interact with the environment (e.g., particles that bounce and ‘engulf’ a 3D scene)
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Introduction
The topic of this practical is the implementation of a real-time particle smoke simulation (i.e., fluid
dynamic motion of particle bodies in a complex scene). The
user should be able to interact with the simulation while it
is running (e.g., through the mouse or keyboard) to control
the ‘particles’ - such as, adding forces so particles swish and
swirl around. The ‘particle system’ should be implemented
using classical mechanic principles (e.g., Euler integration,
penalty forces for collisions, sphere-sphere, and sphere-plane
collision detection for the ground and rigid objects).

Smoke & Gas

Tasks

1. Visually display various unique particle emitter types
(e.g., billboards with different textures, 3D models)
with characteristics, such as, transparency and size, that
change over the particles life-span
2. User input (e.g., mouse or keyboard) to control and
move the particles around. Implement unique features,
such as, particles that surround animated shapes (e.g.,
halo), smoke from an exhaust (e.g., smoke and flames),
rain (e.g., including splash effect when the rain hits the
ground or objects), 3D text made up of particles (e.g.,
particles are emitted in a 3D shape and when they go
outside the bounding volume they dissipate)
3. Particle system should be under the influence of gravity
and environmental effects (e.g., wind and user interac-

Figure 1. Demonstration Program - The practical
program implements a bare-bone particle system (i.e., click
the mouse on screen to place particle emitters); (a) simple
point-mass particles with an ad-hoc spinning motion, and (b)
a billboarded textured smoke effect.

1. Overview
Principles and Concepts A particle system enables us to
create dynamic visual effects, such as, smoke, dust, sparks,
and leaves. A particle system is a technique in computer
graphics and video games that use a large number of very
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small sprites or other graphic objects to simulate certain kinds
of ‘fuzzy’ phenomena, which are otherwise very hard to reproduce with conventional rendering techniques - usually highly
chaotic systems, natural phenomena, or processes caused by
chemical reactions.
A vast assortment of effects can be created with
particles. Exploiting technological advancement (e.g., GPU)
and graphical techniques (e.g., height-maps), we are able to
synthesize a banquet for the eyes - creating both beautiful and
dynamic phenomena.
Creativity

Figure 3. Billboarding - An visual trick to create the
illusion of depth by having a quad always face towards the
camera.
to include a vast assortment of visual effects. The student must
be aware of both computational aspects and visual artifices
(i.e., combination of different graphical and physics-based
techniques).
A particle may possess an assortment
of static and dynamic parameters. For example, some parameters you may include in your particle engine, may include:
• life-time
• colour (i.e., including alpha)
• size
• velocity
• mass
• acceleration
• orientation
• texture (or animated sprite frame number)
Example Parameters

Figure 2. Animated Smoke Simulation - Real-Time
interactive smoke simulation screen capture - showing
particles dissipating in a scene - however, the particles are
influenced by lighting and flow around objects in the
environment.

2. Introduction
A billboard within your game is always orientated to face the camera. As the camera moves the object
is orientated to face the camera. The same theory can also
be applied to cause an object to always face another object
within your game. For example a head can be made to follow
another object in your game.

4. Summary
We have introduced graphical particle technique that can create a variety of free-flowing gas like effects (e.g., smoke,
sparks, flames, leaves, dust). This particles are able to interact
with the environment and the user to visually depict forces
and movement within a scene.

Billboarding

A particle system may possess hundreds of thousands of particles. Hence, to ensure the system
doesn’t come to a grinding halt - we’re able to incorporate numerical approximations into the implementation - since we’re
mostly interested in visual effect and not physical precision.
Computational Speed

3. Implementation
Starting with an uncomplicated particle-based implementation, the student should be able to expand the concept

Skeleton

www.xbdev.net/physics

5. Additional Exercises
This practical only gives a brief taste of smoke & gas particle
principles. As an exercise for the student to help enhance their
understanding:
Intermediate

• Implement an a scene with a vast number of particles
(+million)
• Animate the particles (e.g., sprites or key-framed animation data)
• Add spherical ‘magnetic’ force-fields to a scene and
dissipate particles and show how they are repelled or
attracted to different regions as they progress through the
environment
• Implement a GPU-based particle system
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• Implement a scriptable particle system that can be used
by an artist (i.e., save/create custom particle effects)
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